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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS
Failure to comply with the Instructions to Authors may delay publication

Papers intended for publication should be submitted
to Dr G. D. H. Bell, C.B.E., F.R.S., Plant Breeding
Institute, Cambridge, CB22LQ or to one of the
Associate Editors. It must be understood that, if
accepted by the Editorial Board, the paper will not
be published elsewhere in the same form.

MANUSCRIPTS. Papers, written in English, are ac-
cepted from any country and should be typed in
double-spacing on one side of the paper with a mar-
gin at least 4 cm wide on the left-hand side. Authors
should instruct typists on the style required. A
top copy and one carbon copy should be submitted.

SHORT NOTES may be accepted provided they are
based on adequate experimental evidence; special
provision is made for their publication with the least
possible delay. MSS should not exceed 1500 words
in length or their equivalent. For tabulated matter
allow 25 words per line of the table (including head-
ings). For line illustrations allow 225 words per
quarter of a page.

TABLES must be self-explanatory. They should be
typed on separate sheets, numbered consecutively
and carry an appropriate title. When possible, tables
should be arranged so that they can be printed in the
normal orientation of the text and without rules.

LINE DRAWINGS (with photocopies) should be
25 cm wide and drawn in black waterproof ink on
Bristol board, graph paper with blue lines or tracing
paper. Legends should be typed on a separate copy
and numbering inserted lightly and clearly in soft
pencil on the drawing. Tables and figures should not
reproduce the same data.

The approximate position of tables and figures
should be noted in the text.
PLATES should make a definite contribution to the
value of the paper and the number submitted should
be kept to a minimum. They should be good quality,
unmounted, glossy prints and be lightly numbered in
pencil on the reverse side. If several, or coloured,
plates are submitted the author may be asked to
contribute to the cost of reproducing them.
TITLE. The title must be specific and suitable for
indexing by the mechanical methods now being em-
ployed. The full name and address of the institution
in which the research has been carried out should be
stated. Change of address may be given as a footnote.
A short title, not exceeding 50 characters, should be
provided for the running headlines.

STYLE. Experimental details and results should be
recorded in the past tense and there should be no
unnecessary repetition or loose phrases. Manuscripts
are likely to be returned for modification if the
presentation is not clear and precise.

LAYOUT. Authors are recommended to study
' General Notes on the Preparation of Scientific Papers'
(Royal Society, London, 2nd edn, 1965). The Edi-
torial Board do not insist on a rigid format but it
is usually convenient to divide the paper into sections,
e.g. Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results,
and Discussion. An excess of headings and sub-
headings should be avoided.

Authors are advised to note the following points:
a detailed review of literature is not necessary; re-
levant details should be given of the plant or animal
material, the experimental design and chemical or
other techniques employed; mean results with their
relevant standard errors should be presented rather
than detailed data; the statistical methods used
should be clearly stated; the discussion should relate
the author's experiments to other work on the subject
and give the author's conclusions. Footnotes should
be avoided.

SUMMARIES of papers are placed at the beginning
of the text and authors should submit MSS with the
summaries so placed. The summary should be factual
and suitable for use in abstracting journals; para-
graphs should not be numbered.

REFERENCES. The bibliography must be given in
the form—Surname of authors, initials, year of
publication (in parentheses), title of paper, name of
journal (abbreviated according to the World List
of Scientific Periodicals, 4th edn, Butterworths,
London), volume and pages of reference. References
should be in alphabetical order. In the text a refer-
ence should be quoted by the author's name and
date (in parentheses). Where there are more than
two authors, the initial reference in the text should
include the names of all authors, but subsequent
citations should be in the form—first author fol-
lowed by et al. Authors should check that all
references in the text appear at the end of the paper
and vice versa, and that names and dates correspond
in the two places.

PROOF CORRECTION. Standard proof correction
marks (British Standard 1219) should be made as
legibly as possible in ink, not pencil. Directions to
the printer which are not to be set up in type should
be encircled. Captions to illustrations and all refer-
ences should be checked. Queries marked by the
printer should be answered. Proofs are provided in
order that authors can check the correctness of the
type-setting—excessive alterations may be charged
to the author.

OFFPRINTS. Contributors will receive 25 copies of
their papers free and can order others when they
receive the proofs.
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Gardona
the spray-safe insecticide

Gardona is a new insecticide from
Shell. And it's a spray-safe insecti-
cide because it can be sprayed with-
out the use of special protective
clothing. What's newabout Gardona
is its low toxicity to man and
animals.

Gardona is especially effective
against caterpillars, flies and beetles.
It protects apples and pears from
Codling moth, citrus fruits from
fruit flies, and vegetables from
caterpillars and flea-beetles.

And Gardona's selective activity
against these pests means most
beneficial insects and organisms
survive the spraying.

Although Gardona will control
pests for up to fourteen days,
depending on the dosage, its low
mammalian toxicity means crops
may be safely harvested a very short
time after treatment. In most cases
the following day.

Spray-safe Gardona is also show-
ing promising results in the control

of major pests in a variety of other
crops such as cotton, rice and maize.

Gardona is another product of
Shell's continuing research into the
development of effective and safe
insecticides. For further informa-
tion or supplies of Gardona contact
your Shell company or Shell
Chemicals distributor.

Shell Chemicals If SHELL]

Jnl. of Agric. Sci. 73, 3 (i)
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Azodrin
does its job inside out-outside in
. . . and that means double trouble for cotton
pests, because Shell's powerful new organo-
phosphorus insecticide Azodrin works two ways.

By contact, immediately destroying insects
on the plant surface. And systemically, by
penetrating foliage rapidly where it kills sucking
and chewing pests as they try to eat.

This sophisticated dual action makes Azodrin
by far the most wide-ranging insecticide yet
devised giving continuing control over more
pests more effectively.

Azodrin has already been employed with
outstanding success in the United States and

Central America, and is now proving world-
wide to be one of the cotton grower's most
powerful allies.

Suddenly pests that took a bite out of profits
are losing their appetite.

For further information or supplies of
Azodrin contact your Shell company or Shell
chemicals distributor. Shell works today for
your more profitable tomorrow.

Shell Chemicals
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THE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE

Because of the increasing number of papers of high standard received by the
Editors, the size of each volume of The Journal of Agricultural Science
will be increased in 1970. Cambridge University Press regret that there will
also have to be an increase in price. The subscription will be £6 net per
volume (£12 net per year). In the U.S.A. the subscription will be $19.50 per
volume ($39.00 per year).
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Aldrin

makes the earth a healthy place
for crops to grow in

Aldrin is a highly effective
Shell insecticide.

It works underground to dest-
roy the full range of soil insect
pests, which attack the vital root
system of your crop. For the
major groups of soil pests, wire-
•worms, cutworms, white grubs
and mole-crickets, it is recognised
as the most efficient insecticide
there is. It can be applied to any
type of soil in the world, and is
harmless to beneficial micro-
organisms in the soil.

Used for row treatment, as an
overall application, as a root dip,
or as a seed-treatment, aldrin is
especially suited for use with
maize and other cereals,sugar cane,
sugar beet, potatoes and tobacco.

Aldrin has excellent residual
action. It is stable in the presence
of other agricultural chemicals,
does not affect germination, and
has no taint. Used as directed,
aldrin is harmless to both farmers
and consumers. It is available as
the technical material and high

concentrate dusts for further
formulation, and also in forms
suitable for the grower: emulsifi-
able concentrates, wettable pow-
ders, field strength dusts and
granules.

For details of approved uses
and advice on application of aldrin
consult your Shell company or
Shell chemicals distributor.

Shell Chemicals I (SHELL)

(iii)
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CORRIGENDUM

The effect of maturity and leanness on the intake and digestibility
of alfalfas and grasses fed to sheep

BY J. E. TROELSEN AND J. B. CAMPBELL

J. agric. Set. 73, 145-154

The Press regrets the following error:

P. 150, line 7 of caption to Fig. 1: Y = 85-3 + 3-58X

Should read: Y = - 85-3 + 3-58X
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